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1. Introduction 
In a method called denorational engineering [6] the development of a denotational 
model of a software system consists of two major steps: first we develop an algebra 
of denotations Den, then we derive an appropriate algebra of syntax Syn. The latter 
is constructed in such a way that there exists a unique homomorphism (a denotational 
semantics) from Syn to Den. As usual, we assume that the syntax is described by a 
context-free grammar. However, unlike in traditional approaches to denotational 
semantics, we allow the grammar to be ambiguous. This frequently contributes to 
the clarity of the underlying definition of semantics and can also make parsing more 
efficient [2]. The YACC system is a well-known example of a standard computer- 
support tool where some form of such a possibility has been incorporated: YACC 
allows for grammars with typical ambiguities justified, for example, by the associativ- 
ity of an operation or by the use of priority rules. 
In real-life applications the construction of syntax is not necessarily a one-way 
process. It may involve backtracking to denotations since after having derived a 
syntax we may wish to modify denotations and thus have to modify the syntax as 
well. This may happen both at the stage of the original system design and later, 
when new versions of an already existing and used system are developed. 
Every modification of a software system may be described as a combination of 
two steps: a restriction, where we remove some existing mechanisms, and an 
extension, where we add some new ones. In the former case the modification of 
syntax is rather easy: we just have to remove some productions from the correspond- 
ing grammar. The latter case, however, may be more complicated. Any extension 
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of the underlying software system by some new mechanisms requires new produc- 
tions to be added to the grammar defining the syntax. Unfortunately, if we were 
not careful enough in developing the original syntax, then this may not be sufficient 
and some re-elaboration of the old grammar may be necessary. This may happen 
if the old syntax contained some actual or hidden ambiguities which, although 
originally innocent, become harmful when the system is extended. 
In the present paper we study the problem of designing a syntax so that the 
difficulties mentioned above are avoided. That is, the syntax of a system should be 
designed in such a way that when the system is extended, the syntax may be extended 
conservatively, i.e. so that the original syntax remains legal and means the same as 
before. 
Our discussion is carried in an algebraic-denotational framework as presented 
first in [5] and then, in a slightly modified version, in [6]. In Section 2 we recall 
some basic concepts related to many-sorted algebras and context-free grammars 
over signatures. In Section 3 we describe an algebraic model of software, in a form 
slightly modified with respect to [6]. The main problem we are dealing with in this 
paper is formally stated in Section 4. Section 5 is devoted to the discussion of a 
certain standard procedure of customizing grammars for new denotations. In Section 
6 we formulate and prove our main results. In particular, we introduce a formal 
notion of an ambiguity of a grammar and show that, roughly, if an algebra of 
denotations of a system satisfies all the ambiguities of a grammar defining its syntax, 
then a correct syntax for any enrichment (but not for any extension, see Section 2) 
of the algebra of denotations may be constructed by extending the grammar in a 
standard way. Section 7 contains some final remarks and indications of some further 
possible generalizations of the results. 
The paper is essentially self-contained but, of course, some familiarity with 
many-sorted algebra and/or with [5] or [6] may be helpful. We will assume that 
the reader is familiar with the basics of the theory of formal languages, and in 
particular with context-free grammars and related concepts, see e.g. [ 11. Occasionally 
we will mention in a non-essential way some very basic notions of category theory 
(category, functor, freeness); the standard material may be found in any introduction 
to category theory, e.g. [ 11,3]. 
2. Mathematical preliminaries 
We start from some general notational conventions. For any sets A and B: 
AIB denotes the union of A and B, 
A\B denotes the difference of A and B, 
A+ B denotes the set of all total functions from A into B, 
A? B denotes the set of all partial functions from A into B. 
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By f: A+ B and f: A% B we denote the fact that f is a total, resp. partial, function 
from A to B. The formula a :A is used synonymously with a E A. By dom.f we 
denote the domain of the function J: For curried functions like f: A + (B + (C + D)) 
wewritef:A+B+C+D. Wealso writeja forf(a) and$a.b.cfor((ja).b).c. For 
the sake of uniformity, each many-argument non-curried function is regarded as a 
one-argument function on tuples. Consequently, we write $(a,, . . . , a,) for 
f(a, 3.. f , a,). Formally this should have led us to writingJ(a) rather than $a, but 
we keep the latter notation as more natural and simpler. 
Below we introduce our notation and terminology related to the concept of 
many-sorted algebra. For more details see [6]. By a signature we mean a four-tuple: 
Sig = (Sn, Fn, sort, arity) 
where Sn is a set of sort names, Fn is a set of function names and where 
sort : Fn + Sn, arity : Fn + Sn * 
are functions which assign result sorts and arities, respectively, to function names. 
By an algebra over the signature Sig, or in short by a Sig-algebra, we mean a triple 
Alg = (Sig, car, fun) 
where car and fun are functions interpreting sort names as sets and function names 
as total functions on these sets. More precisely, for any sn E Sn, car.sn is a set called 
the carrier of sort sn, and for any fn E Fn with sort.fn = sn and arity.fn = 
(sn,,..., sn,), fun.fn is a total function between the corresponding carriers, i.e. 
fun.fn : car.sn, X . ’ . X car.sn, + car.sn. 
If arity.fn = ( ), then fun.fn is a zero-ary function, i.e., accepts only the empty tuple 
() as an argument. The fact that f is a zero-ary function with the value in A is 
denoted by f: + A. Zero-ary functions are also called constants and are sometimes 
identified with their (unique) values. The other functions of an algebra are called 
operations. 
The elements of a carrier of an algebra which may be constructed from the 
constants of the algebra using its operations are called reachable. The subsets of 
carriers that contain all and only reachable elements are called reachable and 
constitute the least subalgebra of the given algebra. An algebra is called reachable 
if all its carriers contain only reachable elements. 
Let Sig, = (Sni, Fn,, sort,, arity,), i = 1,2, be signatures. We say that Sig, is an 
extension of Sig, if Sn, c Sn,, Fn, L Fn, and the functions sort, and arity, coincide 
with sort, and arity, on Fn,. Then, for any algebras Alg, = (Sig,, car,, fun;), i = 1,2, 
we say that Alg, is a Sig,-extension of Alg, if: 
l Sig, is an extension of Sig,, 
l for any snESn,, car, .sn E car2 .sn, and 
l for any fn E Fn, , fun,. fn coincides with fun,. fn on the appropriate carriers of Alg, . 
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In other words, we extend an algebra if we add new carriers, new functions and 
new elements. If Alg, is an extension of Alg, such that cur, .sn = car2.sn for all 
sn E Sn,, then Alg, is called the Sig,-reduct of Alg,. We then write Alg, = Alg,l,i,, 
Hence, Alg, is an extension of Alg, if Alg, is a subalgebra of Alg,l,i,, . 
If Ak, = A4&igl, i.e. if Alg, is a Sig,-reduct of Alg, then we also say that Alg, 
is an enrichment of Alg,. Thus, an enrichment of an algebra is such an extension 
where new carriers and new functions may be added, but no new elements are 
added to the existing carriers. Notice that the old carriers in an enriched algebra 
may have more reachable elements. 
If Sig, = Sig,, then we say that the algebras Alg, and Alg, are similar. For any 
signature Sig and two Sig-algebras Alg and Alg’, a homomorphism from Alg to Alg’ 
is a family H : Alg+ Alg’ of functions that to each sort name sn E Sn assigns a 
function: 
H.sn : car, .sn + car2 .sn 
that appropriately preserves the constants and operations. A homomorphism 
H : Alg + Alg’ is an isomorphism if each of the functions H.sn, sn E Sn, is a bijection. 
Since the identity functions form homomorphisms, and the composition of 
homomorphisms yields a homomorphism, we have thus defined a category of 
Sig-algebras, zZB?(Sig). Moreover, if Sig, is an extension of Sig, then the reduct 
map -Isip, extends to a functor -lsigl : &Y%(Sig,) + &B?(Sig,) from the category of 
all Sig,-algebras to the category of Sig,-algebras. 
Over every signature Sig = (Sn, Fn, sort, arity) we may construct a so-called Sig- 
algebra of terms: 
YSig = (Sig, car,,fun,) 
defined as follows: 
l {cur,.sn 1 sn E Sn} is the least (w.r.t. componentwise inclusion) family of formal 
languages of words over the alphabet Fn I {(, ), “,“} (i.e. the function names, 
parentheses and comma) such that for any sn E Sn and any fn E Fn with sort.fn = 
sn: 
- if arity.fn = ( ), then fn E car,.sn; 
- if arity.fn =(sn,, . . , sn,), n > 0, then for any terms term; E car,.sn,, i = 1, . . , n, 
fn^(^term,^, ‘. , . ‘, ^term,“)E car,.sn, 
where “ n ” denotes concatenation, 
l if arity.fn = ( ), then fun,.fn.( ) =,fn, 
l if arity.fn = (sn,, . . . , sn,), n > 0, and termi E car,.sn,, i = 1, . . , n, then 
fun,.fn.(term,,. . ., term,)=fiA(Aterm,A,A.. .A, “term,^). 
The Sig-algebra of terms is obviously reachable. It is also initial in the category 
of all Sig-algebras, i.e. for any Sig-algebra Alg there is a unique homomorphism 
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from .T.Sig into Alg. We also recall a well known fact that if Alg, and Alg, are 
similar and Alg, is reachable then there is at most one homomorphism from Alg, 
to Alg,. 
We call an algebra syntactic if it is a reachable algebra of words over a certain 
alphabet. For example, the algebra of terms is a syntactic algebra. In our framework, 
syntactic algebras are used to represent the syntaxes of software systems (cf. Section 
3). Since in the applications syntax is usually defined by a context-free grammar, 
we are interested in the definability of syntactic algebras by such grammars. Below 
we briefly recall some basic related ideas. 
First we have to slightly modify the classical concept of a context-free grammar 
by associating it with a signature. Let Sig = (Sn, Fn, sort, a&y) be an arbitrary 
signature with finite sets Sn and Fn, and let T be a finite alphabet of terminal 
symbols disjoint from Sn. By a Sig-grammar we mean a pair: 
Gra = (Sig, pro) 
where pro is a function which assigns productions to the function names: 
pro:Fn+(Snx(TISn)*) 
such that for any fn E Fn with sort.fn = sn and arity.fn = (sn,, . . . , sn,), 
pro.,fn = (sn, xOsn, . . sn,_,x,-,m,x,) 
where each x,, i = 0,. . . , n, is a (possibly empty) word over the terminal alphabet 
T. The elements of Sn play the role of non-terminals. We assume that T is the least 
alphabet such that all x,‘s are words over T. 
Unlike in the traditional setting, we do not distinguish any initial non-terminal 
of a grammar. Every grammar is thus viewed as defining a class of languages rather 
than a single language. 
With every Sig-grammar Gra = (Sig, pro) over a terminal alphabet T we associate 
a syntactic Sig-algebra .AGra = (Sig, car,fun) of languages generated by Gra defined 
as follows: 
for any sn E Sn, car.sn is the set of all words over T derivable in the usual sense 
from the non-terminal sn by the productions of the grammar Gra, 
for any fn E Fn with pro.fn = (sn, xOsn, . . . sn,_,x,-,sn,x,), which under our 
assumptions implies that sort.fn = sn and arity.fn = (sn, , . . , sn,), 
fun.fn.(y,, . . , yn) = w, . . . x,-, w,. 
The string (x,, . . . , x,) of terminal words is called the skeleton of the function 
fun.fn. Of course, not all functions on words have skeletons. For example, the 
function J( y, , y2) = yzy, does not have one. If a function on words has a skeleton, 
then it is called a skeleton function. 
It is not difficult to prove that for any grammar Gra, the algebra AGra is well 
defined, i.e. that its carriers are closed under its operations. One can also prove that 
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every word derivable from a non-terminal in the grammar is reachable in the 
corresponding carrier of the algebra, i.e. that &.Gra is reachable. 
We say that a Sig-algebra Alg is a context-free algebra if there exists a Sig-grammar 
Gra which defines that algebra, i.e. such that sLGra = Alg. A syntactic algebra is 
context-free if and only if all its functions have skeletons (see [6]). 
Consider two grammars Gra, = (Sigi, proi), i = 1,2. We say that Gra, is an extension 
of Gra, if Sig, is an extension of Sig, and pro, is an extension (as a function) of 
pro,. Less formally, we extend a grammar if we add new non-terminals and new 
productions. The latter may also mean that we add new terminal symbols. In general 
an extended grammar generates more languages and larger languages. If Graz is an 
extension of Gra,, than &.Gra, is obviously an extension of &.Gra,, which in 
general is not an enrichment of d.Gra, . 
3. Our algebraic model of a software system 
In traditional approaches to denotational semantics (cf. e.g. [4, 12,131) the mathe- 
matical model of a programming language-or of a software system in general- 
corresponds to Fig. 1 where 
Den is an algebra of denotations, 
Term is an abstract syntax of terms constructed over the signature of Den (cf. 
Section 2), 
CONCRETE SYNTAX DENOTATIONS 
Fig. 1. 
Sync is an algebra of so called concrete syntax (“C” stands for “concrete”) usually 
described by a context-free grammar, 
Ct : Sync + Term is a many-sorted function that corresponds to a parser, and 
Td : Term + Den is a many-sorted homomorphism that constitutes the denotational 
semantics of the language. 
In an ideal situation Sync may have the same signature as Term and Den and there 
may be a homomorphism (a denotational semantics) Cd : Sync + Den. In that case 
the diagram commutes, i.e. Cd = Ct. Td (provided Ct is “compositional”). In 
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general, however, Sync and Term have different signatures and therefore there can 
be no denotational semantics between Sync and Den. 
In real cases only the abstract syntax has a denotational semantics. Such a 
semantics is, of course, quite useful for compiler designers, but the user of the 
language has to establish his understanding of concrete syntax via the parser. This 
may be technically far from trivial and therefore may partly ruin the practical 
advantage of having a denotational semantics of the language. Moreover, proof 
rules may be developed in such a case only for abstract syntax. 
A possible remedy for that situation has been suggested in [6]. In the following 
we discuss a certain modification of that proposal and elaborate it a little further. 
As has been observed in the quoted paper, one can construct an intermediate syntax 
situated between Term and Sync that on the one hand is not very far from Sync, 
and on the other hand still has a denotational semantics. This may be illustrated 
by Fig. 2 where all the elements of the former diagram, i.e. Term, Den, Sync, Ct 
and Td are the same as before and where: 
STANDARD SYNTAX DENOTATIONS 
COLLOQUI.4L SYNTAX 
Fig. 2. 
SynS is an algebra of a (context-free) syntax which has the same signature as 
Term and Den and for which there exists a homomorphism (a denotational 
semantics) Sd : SynS + Den; we shall call that algebra a standard syntax while 
Sync will now be referred to as a colloquial syntax. 
Ts :Term-+ SynS is a homomorphism (in general not an isomorphism) that 
describes the differences between abstract and standard syntax. 
Cs : Sync + SynS is a “generalized homomorphism” (with a morphism of sig- 
natures: Cs is a homomorphism from Sync to a reduct of SynS w.r.t. a signature 
morphism) which describes the colloquialisms of Sync. 
A full formal discussion of that model will be given in another paper (in preparation). 
Here we explain our idea in an example. Consider the following signature of a tiny 
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programming language: 
Sig 
x, y, z : Ide 
eval : Ide + Exp 
plus : Exp x Exp + Exp 
times : Exp x Exp + Exp 
assign : Ide x Exp + Corn 
follow : Corn X Corn + Corn 
The following are the grammars for Term, SynS and Sync, respectively, written 
in a variant of the BNF notation (we omit a rather obvious semantics of our 
language): 
GraT 
Ide ::= xlylz 
Exp : := eval( Ide) 
I ~1~s ( Exp, Exp 1 
I times(Exp, Exp) 
Corn : := assign (Ide, Exp) 
I follow( Corn, Corn) 
GraC 
Ide ::= xly(z 
Exp ::= Cpn I Cpn + Exp 
Cpn ::= Fat 1 Fat * Cpn 
Fat ::= IdeI(Exp) 
Corn ::= Ide := Exp 
I Corn ; Corn 
Gras 
Ide ::= xlylz 
Exp :I= Ide 
1 (Exp+Exp) 
1 (EXP * EXP) 
Corn :I= Ide := Exp 
I Corn; Corn 
The construction of GraT from the signature Sig is straightforward. The grammar 
is LL( 1) but the resulting syntax is rather inconvenient for the user. In the standard 
syntax given by Gras we introduce a more usual infix notation and standard 
operation symbols. Gras has the same signature as GraT but is ambiguous, which 
is due to its last production. However, since “;” corresponds to an associative 
operation on denotations, this ambiguity is neither harmful for the existence of 
denotational semantics Sd (see Section 4) nor even for the construction of a 
deterministic parser (cf. [6]). Our standard syntax is ready to use with one exception: 
it forces the programmer to write too many parentheses in expressions. Besides, the 
subgrammar of expressions is not LL(k) which makes parsing more complicated 
(it is LR(l) though). 
In the colloquial syntax we allow for the omission of parentheses in expressions, 
embodying the usual priority rules in the corresponding grammar. This is achieved 
at the expense of changing the signature of the grammar and some of its productions. 
As a side-effect of that modification the subgrammar of expressions becomes again 
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LL( 1). Of course, the whole grammar is still ambiguous, but-as was said already- 
this is not harmful for the existence of denotational semantics Sd. Then, the 
subgrammar of commands may be further modified to eliminate left recursion. This 
will make it LL( l), hence easily parsable. We shall not discuss this problem further 
since in this paper we are interested only in writing a formal semantics of Sync for 
the user. 
From the viewpoint of the user, it is rather impractical to establish the understand- 
ing of the semantics of Sync via “elaborate parsing” Ct : Sync + Term and then the 
interpretation of the abstract syntax Td :Term+ Den. Both these functions are 
defined by a structural induction hence the number of inductive clauses in each 
definition is equal to the number of operations in Sync and Term, respectively. 
Besides, reading the definition of a parser is not very easy. Therefore, as an 
alternative, we suggest that the user be given the definitions of the interpretation of 
the standard syntax Sd : SynS + Den and the translation of colloquialisms Cs : Sync + 
SynS. The former is exactly as large (in the number of clauses) as the definition of 
Td and the latter is much smaller than the definition of Ct since it is enough to 
give explicitly only these clauses which correspond to the “new” productions in 
GraC. Although in our toy example new productions constitute about half of GraC, 
in real cases this proportion is much more advantageous. For instance, in the 
programming language Pascal [lo] there would be around 15 new productions in 
GraC (corresponding to non-terminals (factor), (term), (simpleexpression), 
(expression) and ($statement)) for the total number of productions exceeding 200. 
4. On a systematic development of a custom-made syntax 
As has been argued in [5,6] the process of software design may be organizeed 
in such a way that an algebra of denotations Den is developed in the first place, 
and only then we derive an appropriate syntax for these denotations. The process 
of the derivation of syntax consists of a few steps. First, starting from the signature 
of Den we obtain the term grammar GraT which defines the abstract syntax. From 
that grammar, through successive refinements, we develop a grammar Gras which 
defines a standard syntax. Here all major decisions about the future user’s syntax 
are taken. We must be quite careful at this stage since if we modify the abstract 
syntax too far, then the homomorphism Sd : &Gras-+ Den may not exist. In the last 
step we introduce the colloquialisms. 
In [5,6] such a derivation of syntax has been regarded as a one-way process. In 
the present paper we shall investigate the case where after having developed a 
software system, we wish to modify the denotations Den and therefore have to 
modify the syntax as well. In order to formulate our problem on a technical ground 
we have to recall one more concept from [5,6]. 
Consider an arbitrary Sig-algebra Den. Let Term = KSig and let SynS be a syntactic 
Sig-algebra. Let Ts : Term + SynS and Td : Term + Den be the corresponding unique 
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homomorphisms. We say that SynS is not more ambiguous than Den if Ts glues not 
more elements than Td, i.e. if for any two terms term, and term, of the same sort 
sn, if Ts.sn. term, = Ts.sn. term2 then Td.sn.term, = Td.sn. term,. 
Any algebra isomorphic to Term is said to be unambiguous. It is not difficult to 
prove that for any context-free grammar Gra, dGra is unambiguous if and only if 
Gra is unambiguous in the usual sense w.r.t. every non-terminal. 
Lemma 4.1 (Blikle [6]). There exists a homomorphism Sd : SynS + Den if and only if 
SynS is not more ambiguous than Den. 
Consequently, for an unambiguous syntax SynS the homomorphism 
exist. 
We say that SynS is a correct syntax for Den, or simply that SynS is 
Den, if the homomorphism Sd : SynS + Den exists. 
Sd always 
correct for 
Here and in two following sections we shall restrict our attention to standard 
syntax. The extensions of colloquial syntax will be briefly discussed in Section 7. 
In what follows “standard syntax” will be referred to as “syntax” and the correspond- 
ing grammar will be denoted by Gra rather than Gras. 
Now we are ready to formulate our problem. Assume that we modify a software 
system, i.e. that we modify the algebra of denotations and want to modify the syntax 
accordingly. Of course, each modification may be described as a combination of a 
restriction and an extension: some mechanisms are removed and some others are 
added. The case of restriction is simple, since all we have to do then is to remove 
some productions from the original grammar. It is easy to see that the new syntax 
is correct with respect to new denotations and that the (unique) new homomorphism 
coincides with the old one on the old syntax. 
The case of extension is more difficult since then we have to add new constructions 
to the existing syntax and, moreover, we want to ensure that the old part remains 
unchanged and retains the same meaning. Figure 3 illustrates the situation. Dashed 
arrows denote extensions and continuous arrows denote homomorphisms. The 
left-hand side of the figure corresponds to an old software system, the right-hand 
side to a new one. Den, is a new, extended, algebra of denotations. For that algebra 
7.Sigl 7.Sig2 
fzG?----------m 
I ~___~________/ 
Fig. 3. 
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we have a unique corresponding algebra of terms F.Sig, which is an extension of 
F.Sig,. Starting from that algebra we can construct an appropriate syntax via all 
the steps described in [6] but, of course, we would rather re-use the old syntax here 
and construct Graz directly as an extension of Gra, . If we succeed in doing so, then 
the (unique) homomorphism Sd, is an extension of Sd,, i.e. Sd, coincides with Sd, 
on all elements which belong to dGra, . In fact, the following rather obvious lemma 
is true. 
Lemma 4.2. Consider two homomorphisms H : Alg, + Alg, and H’: Alg; + Algi. 
Suppose that Algi is an extension of Alg, i = 1, 2. If Alg, is reachable, then H’ is an 
extension of H. 
Proof. Let Sig be the (common) signature of Alg,, i = 1,2. By definition, 
H'(Sig : Alg:(sip+ Alg;lsi, is a homomorphism. Hence, since a restriction of a 
homomorphism to a subalgebra is a homomorphism, H’ is an extension of a 
homomorphism from Alg, to Algilsig,. However, since Alg, is reachable, H is the 
only such homomorphism. 0 
As we shall see, not every extension of Den, to Den2 allows for the construction 
of Graz as an extension of Gra, . The goal of the present paper is to formulate some 
sufficient conditions that make such a construction possible. 
5. The canonical extensions of grammars 
In this section we discuss a certain natural procedure of extending a grammar in 
an attempt to adjust it to an extended algebra of denotations. Let, for i = 1,2, 
Sig, = (Sn;, Fni, sort,, arity,), 
GraT, = (Sig,, prot,), with dGraT, = Y.Sigi, 
Gra, = (Sigi, pro,), 
Den, = Sigi, 
and assume that Den, is an extension of Den, (see Fig. 3). 
Definition 5.1. We say that Graz is a canonical extension of Gra, to a Sig,-grammar 
if Gra, is an extension of Gra, and for all fn E Fn,\Fn, , proz.fn = prot,.fn. 
Thus, when we canonically extend Gra, for Den, we add all these productions 
from the term grammar GraTz that correspond to new function symbols. The 
extended standard syntax is, therefore, a mixture of the standard syntax for the old 
denotations with the abstract syntax for the new denotations. Observe that Sig,, 
hence also GraT,, are implicit in Den,. 
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Unfortunately, the new syntax is not always correct with respect to Den,. d.Gra, 
may be more ambiguous than Den, in the following situations: 
(1) New names of operations introduced in Sig, may appear in Gra, , which may 
lead to dangerous name clashes. 
(2) Gra, may use separators, i.e. the comma and/or parentheses, improperly 
(namely, as function names). 
(3) There may be some hidden ambiguities in Gra, which become harmful in 
Graz if Den, has more reachable elements than Den,. 
Example 5.2. Consider the two following algebras of denotations: 
Den, Den, 
one : +Int one : 3 Int 
plus : Int x Int -3 Int plus : Int X Int + Int 
* : Int X Int + Int 
where plus denotes addition, * denotes multiplication and Int denotes the set of 
integers. The corresponding term grammars are the following: 
GraT, 
(int) ::= one 
1 pZus((int), (int)) 
GraT, 
(int) ::= one 
1 plus((int), (int)) 
I *((ink (inO) 
Now, define Gra, as follows: 
Gra, 
(int) ::= 1 I*((int), (int)) 
which yields a correct syntax for Den, (even though * denotes addition in it). Then 
its canonical extension is 
Gra, 
pro,.one = ((int), 1) 
pro,.plus = ((int), *((int), (int))) 
pro2.*=((int),*((int),(int))) 
which gives a syntax incorrect for Den,, since plus and * are different operations 
in Den*. 
Definition 5.3. We say that Sig, is a safe extension of Sig, with respect to Gra,, if 
Sig, is an extension of Sig, and no function symbol in Sig, which does not occur 
in Sig, belongs to the terminal alphabet of Gra,. An extension of a Sig,-algebra 
Den, to a Sig,-algebra Den, is safe if Sig, is a safe extension of Sig, . 
If the grammar Gra, is clear from the context, we will simply say “safe” rather 
than “safe w.r.t. Gra,“. 
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Unfortunately, it turns out that even if the extension of denotations is safe, the 
corresponding canonical extension of the grammar need not be correct. 
Example 5.4. Let Den, and GraT,, i = 1,2, be as before and then let 
Gra, 
(int) ::= one 
1 (int), (id) 
Gra, 
(int) ::= one 
1 (int), (int) 
I *((inO, (in01 
One way to view Gra, is that the symbol “,” stands for the name of plus from Den, 
and is used at an infix position. The new syntax generated by Gra, is not correct 
for Den, since “,” plays an ambiguous role there: it denotes the arithmetic operation 
plus and at the same time it is used as a separator. Consequently, &.Gra, is more 
ambiguous than Den,. 
A similar example may be shown where parentheses are used in an improper 
way. We should request, therefore, that commas and parentheses be used properly. 
This is captured by the following property of grammars. 
Definition 5.5. We say that a Sig-grammar is proper if the right-hand side of every 
production is in one of the following three forms: 
l w, 
l (w), 
l t(sn,,..., sn,) for some n 3 1, 
where w is an arbitrary sequence of terminals and non-terminals with the exclusion 
of the comma and parentheses, t is a sequence of terminal symbols again distinct 
from the comma and parentheses, and sn,, . . . , sn, are non-terminals (the elements 
of Sn). 
By an argument string in a grammar Gra we mean any string of symbols of the form 
arg,, . . , arts, 
where n 3 2 and where each arg,, i = 1,. . . , n, is derivable in Gra. The arg,‘s are 
referred to as arguments. The tuple of arguments (arg, , . . . , arg,) is called an n-ary 
factorization of arg,, . . . , arg,. 
We should explain here a certain ambiguity of our notation. Above, arg, , . . , arg, 
is a string of symbols which is constructed by concatenating arg, with the symbol 
“,” (comma) with arg, with another “,“, etc. Formally we should have written 
arg,^, ‘. . .“, ‘arg,, where “’ ” stands for concatenation (as in Section 2). Instead, 
we have used (and will continue to do so) a simplified notation which is easier to 
read. On the other hand, the n-ary factorization of this string contains arg,‘s as 
elements-rather than as substrings-and commas that appear there belong to the 
metalevel. 
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In general, an argument string may have, for any n 2 2, more than one n-ary 
factorization. For example, in the grammar Gra, of Example 5.4 the argument string 
one, one, one, one 
has three binary factorizations (“;” stands for the meta-level comma): 
(one ; one, one, one) 
(one, one ; one, one) 
(one, one, one ; one) 
Lemma 5.6. In a proper grammar every argument string has at most one n-ary 
factorization for each n 3 2. 
Proof. Suppose that for some n 3 2 an argument string w has two different n-ary 
factorizations, say, (arg,, , . . . , arg,,) and (arg,, , . . . , arg*,). Let i =S n be the least 
index such that arg,, # arg,, . Since we have 
arg,, , . . . , arg,, = w = arg,, , . . . , arg,, , 
it follows that either arg,, is a prefix of arg,, or vice versa, argli is a prefix of arg,,. 
Assume the first case. Then arg,, , (arg,, followed by the comma) is a prefix of arg,, , 
and so by the properness of the grammar, we may present argz, and arg,; as follows: 
arg,, = pre( arg, , . . . , arg,, . . . , arg,)post 
arg,, = pre( arg, , . . . , arg, 
wherel<I<kandwhereallarg,‘s,j=l,..., k, are derivable. This implies, however, 
that arg,, cannot be derivable, which contradicts the assumption. 0 
The property expressed in the above lemma is what we really have to assume 
about the use of commas and parentheses in grammars. This property, however, 
may not be easy to check for complex grammars. Properness is stronger, of course, 
but it is trivial to check and seems not too restrictive for applications. 
Example 5.7. Let 
Den, Den, 
0 : Int 0,l : Int 
+ : Intx Int+Int + : Int x Znt --, Int 
-: IntxInt+Int _ : Int X Int --f Int 
Gra, Graz 
(int) ::= 0 (int) ::= 011 
I(int)+(int> ((int)+(int) 
((int)-(int) I(int)-(int) 
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Observe that in Gra, there are no parentheses in expressions, although “+” and 
“ - ” are certainly not mutually associative in Int. Nevertheless, the syntax defined 
by Gral is correct for Den,, since the only reachable element of Den, is 0. Of course, 
if we enlarge that set of reachable elements to all integers by adding the constant 
1: Znt (as in Den,) then the new syntax given by the canonical extension of the old 
grammar becomes too ambiguous. Gra, is not correct for Deq. 
Intuitively speaking the ambiguities of Gra, which are not harmful in the context 
of a “poor” Den, may cause problems when the latter algebra is enriched. A similar 
effect may be observed even for unambiguous grammars which may have “hidden 
ambiguities”. For instance, the grammar: 
(value) ::= (int)l(bool) 
(int) ::= (inl)+(int)l(int)-(int) 
(bool) : := true ) false 
is unambiguous since the non-terminal (inf) generates the empty language. If, 
however, we enrich the grammar by adding a production 
(int) ::= I 
and appropriately extend the corresponding algebra of denotations (the usual algebra 
of integers and truth values) then the new grammar becomes too ambiguous with 
respect to new denotations. 
The conclusion to be drawn from the above example is that if a (proper) grammar 
Gral is to be correctly extendable whenever the algebra of denotations Den, is 
(safely) extended, we have to ensure a much stronger correctness property of the 
grammar. Namely, the correctness property has to refer somehow to the reachable 
carriers of all potential extensions of Den,, rather than to the currently reachable 
carriers. 
6. Enrichably correct syntax 
Let us recall Fig. 3 once more. The figure introduces notation and terminology 
used throughout this section. 
Our aim is to ensure that if Syn, = &.Gra, is a correct syntax for Den, and Den, 
is an extension of Den, then Syn, may be extended to a syntax Syn, = sQ.Gra, correct 
for Den2. Moreover, we would expect that the extended syntax Syn, 
Gra, 
Technical digression 6.1. Notice that it may seem that the standard algebraic notion 
of a free algebra provides an approximation to the soluticn. Namely, when Sig, is 
an extension of Sig, then every Sig,-algebra has a free extension to a Sig,-algebra. 
That is, for any Sig,-algebra Alg, there exists a (unique to within an isomorphism) 
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Sig,-algebra ~~igz (Alg,) which extends Alg, such that for any Sig,-algebra Alg,, 
any Sig,-homomorphism H : Alg, + Alg&, extends in a unique way to a Sig,- 
homomorphism H’ : 3&,,(Alg,) + Alg,. 
This is almost what we need. Namely, if we now put Syn, = %&,(Syn,) then since 
Den, extends Den,, the homomorphism Sd, extends to a homomorphism 
Sd, : 5$p,(Syn,) --z Den*. 
Unfortunately, in general 9sig2(Syn,) cannot be given by a context-free grammar 
that extends Gra,. It need not even be a context-free algebra. Indeed, in the rest 
of this section we will try to indicate a smallest congruence = on 9sipz(Syn,) such 
that the quotient algebra 9si,,(Syni)/ = is a context-free algebra given by an 
extension of Gra, , However, since in our case Syn, is reachable and so %&,,(Syn,) 
is reachable as well, it will be sufficient to consider quotients of the term algebra 
.Y.Sig, instead, and no use of the general free extensions will be necessary. 
First, a few auxiliary notions. Consider an arbitrary signature Sig= 
(Sn, Fn, sort, arity). Let X be an %-sorted set of “variables”, i.e. X = (X, sortx) where 
X is a set of elements disjoint from Fn, and sort x : X + Sn. The extension of Sig by 
variables X is the following signature Sigx (recall that 1 stands for set-theoretic union) 
SigX=(Sn,(Fn IX),(sort/sort,),(arity\{x-()(xEX})). 
Then, given any Sig-grammar Gra = (Sig, pro), the extension of Gra by variables X 
is a Sigx-grammar GraX defined as follows: 
GraX=(SigX, (pro ({x-(sort,(x),x) 1 XEX})). 
Thus, GraX extends Gra by adding each variable as a new terminal symbol which 
may be generated from the corresponding sort (which is a nonterminal of Gra) 
using a new production named by the variable. (This is, in fact, the canonical 
extension of Gra to a Sigx-grammar, cf. Definition 5.1.) 
Definition 6.2. Consider an arbitrary signature Sig = (Sn, Fn, sort, arity) and a Sig- 
grammar Gra = (Sig, pro). By an ambiguity of Gra we mean any Sig-equation of the 
form 
VX. term = term’ 
where X is an Sn-sorted set of variables distinct from all the symbols occurring in 
Gra, such that 
Ts,.sn. term = Tsx .sn. term’ 
where Ts x : 5.Sigx+ &?.Grax is the unique homomorphism, and sn is the common 
sort of term and term’. 
Let s&ZB.Gra denote the set of all ambiguities of Gra. 
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Intuitively, an equation is an ambiguity of a grammar if the “symbolic evaluation” 
using appropriate productions of the grammar to determine the values of constants 
and the results of function applications and leaving variables uninterpreted, yields 
the same result for both sides of the equation. 
An ambiguity QX. term = term’ is trivial if terms term and term’ are identical. 
Example 6.3. Let 
Den+ Gra, 
0, 1 : Int (int) ::= 011 
plus : Int X Int+ Int ((int)+(int) 
Then the ambiguities of Gra, include the following equation: 
Qx, y, 2: Int.plus( plus(x, y), z) =pZus(x, plus( y, z)). 
In fact, it is rather easy to see that all the ambiguities of Gra+ may be derived from 
the one above using the usual rules of equational deduction (reflexivity, transitivity 
and substitutivity, see e.g. [9] for the exact formulation of equational deduction in 
many-sorted algebra). This includes all the trivial ambiguities, which are derivable 
using the rule of reflexivity. 
Fact 6.4. The set of ambiguities dAB.Gra of any grammar Gra forms an equational 
theory (i.e., it is closed under the rules of many-sorted equational deduction (cf. [9]), 
Of course, extending a grammar cannot remove its ambiguities. 
Fact 6.5. Let Gra be a Sig-grammar. Then for any extension Gra’ of Gra, .dGra’ 
satisjes all the ambiguities of Gra. 
In particular, for any Sig-grammar Gra, the algebra d.Gra defined by the grammar 
satisfies the ambiguities &4U&‘.Gra of the grammar. In fact, dGra is isomorphic to 
Y.Sig/&.N%Gra, the quotient of the algebra of Sig-terms by the least congruence 
generated by &&B.Gra (this is a special case of Lemma 6.9 below). 
Example 6.6. Let 
Den+,_ Gra+,_ 
0, 1 : Jnt (int) ::= 0 11 
plus : Int x Int+ Int j(int)+(int) 
minus: Int X Int + Int j(int)-(int) 
Clearly, Den+,_ is a safe extension of Den+ and Gra+,_ is an extension of Gra, (cf. 
Example 6.3). Thus, all the ambiguities of Gra+ are ambiguities of Gra+,_. However, 
Gra+,_ has more ambiguities than just those inherited from Gra+. For example: 
Qx, y, z: Int. minus(minus(x, y), z) = minus(x, minus(y, z)), 
Qx, y, z: Int. minus(pZus(x, y),z) = pZus(x, minus( y, z)), 
Qx, y, z: Int. plus(minus(x, y), z) = minus(x, pZus(y, z)). 
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Again, it is easy to see that the above equations together with the one given in 
Example 6.3 generate all the ambiguities of Gra+,-. 
Lemma 6.7. If Gra’ = (Sig’, pro’) is an extension of Gra = (Sig, pro) then there exists 
a (unique) Sig’- homomorphism from Y.Sig’/ d&33.Gra to d.Gra’, where 
F.Sig’/.dAB.Gra is the quotient of the algebra of Sig’-terms by the least Sig’- 
congruence generated by shW23.Gra. 
Proof. Follows directly from Fact 6.5 and Lemma 4.1. 0 
Example 6.8. Recall the algebras and grammars introduced in Examples 6.3 and 
6.6. Gra, is a correct grammar for the algebra of denotations Den+: to see this, it 
is enough to show that Den+ satisfies all the ambiguities of Gra,, which is indeed 
the case (addition is associative). Den+,- is an enrichment of Den+. Even though 
the grammar Gra+,_, which extends Gra,, is obviously not correct for Den+,-, it is 
possible to give a Kg+,_-grammar which extends Gra+ and is correct for Den+,_. 
For example: 
Gra:,_ 
(int) ::= 01 1 
I(int)+(int) 
1 minus(( int), (int)) 
Gra:,_, which is the canonical extension of Gra, to a Sig+,_ grammar, has no 
non-trivial ambiguities other than those inherited from Gra,. Since these are satisfied 
by Den+,_, Gra:,_ is correct for Den+,-. 
The above example illustrates the main technical idea of this section: (safe) 
canonical extensions of (proper) grammars never introduce new non-trivial 
ambiguities. The following lemma gives a formal statement of this intuitive fact. 
Lemma 6.9. Consider a proper Sig-grammar Gra. Let Sig’ be an extension of Sig 
which is safe w.r. t. Gra (i.e., no new function name of Sig’ is a symbol of Gra). Finally, 
let Gra’ be the canonical extension of Gra to a Sig’-grammar. Then, F.Sig’/d.hU33.Gra 
and d.Gra’ are isomorphic. 
Proof. Since both algebras are reachable, it is sufficient to prove that there exist 
Sig’-homomorphisms between them in each direction. One of them (from 
Y.Sig’/&W3.Gra to dGra’) is given by Lemma 6.7. To show the existence of the 
other, it is enough to prove that d.Gra’ is not more ambiguous than YSig’/sdAB.Gra 
(cf. Lemma 4.1). We will show this in turn by proving a more general fact that any 
ambiguity of Gra’ follows from dMB.Gra (and hence holds in Y.Sig’/d&RGra). 
So, consider an ambiguity of Gra’ 
QX. term, = term2 
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That is, we have 
Tsk .sn.term, = Tsk .sn.term, 
where Tsk : F.Sig’x+ &.GrarX and sn is a common sort of term, and term,. 
The proof proceeds by induction on the number of occurrences of the new function 
symbols (that is, symbols in Fn’\Fn) in Ts&.sn.term, = Ts&.sn.term,, which 
coincides with the number of such occurrences in term, and in term,. 
Basic step: If the two terms contain no new function symbols, then term, and 
term, are Sigx-terms, and Lemma 4.2 implies that Ts,.sn. term, = Ts,.sn. term,, where 
Txx : F.Sigx + &.Grax. Thus, VX/. term, = term, is an ambiguity of Gra. 
Induction step (sketch): Let for i = 1,2 (similarly as in Section 5 we omit the 
symbol “ A ” of concatenation): 
termi = preterm,u( term i,, . . . , term in)postterm, 
where preterm, does not contain any new symbol of Sig’, u is a new function name 
in Sig’ with sort’(u) = sn’ and arity’(u) = (snl , . . . , sn,), and for j = 1, . . . , n, termv 
is a term of sort sn,. Obviously, a decomposition of that form is always possible 
and unique. We assume here that u is an operation name, not a constant (i.e., n > 0). 
The case where u is a constant (i.e., n = 0) is similar but much simpler. 
Then, since Gra’ is a canonical extension of Gra, for i = 1,2 we have 
Ts’,c .sn’a( term,, , . . . , term,)=a(T~;.sn,.term~ ,,..., Tsly.sn,.term,,). 
Moreover, again for i = 1,2, 
Ts; .sn.term, = pretermiu(termi,, . . . , termi,)posttermi 
where neither preterm: nor preterm; contains u and term; = Tsk .snj.termv and hence 
term; is derivable from sn,, j = 1, . . . , n. 
Now, since Tsk .sn.term, = Ts;L .sn.term,, we have 
preterm;u(termi,, . . , , term;,)postterm; 
= preterm;u( term;, , . . . , termi,)postterm;. 
Consequently 
preterm { = pretermi 
and then, since the properness of Gra implies that Gra’ is proper as well, 
u(termi,,..., term;,) = a( term;, , . . . , term:,), 
postterm: = postterm;. 
Now, using the properness of Gra’ again, by Lemma 5.6 for j = 1,. . . , n we have 
Ts&.sn,.term,j= termij= termij= Ts&,sn,.termzj. 
This means that for j = 1,. . . , n, VX. termlj = termU is an ambiguity of Gra’. Thus, 
by the inductive hypothesis, each of these equations follows from the ambiguities 
of Gra and holds in F.Sig’/~.A93.Gra. 
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Then, consider a new variable x of sort sn’ (the result sort of a). Let us extend 
the set of variables by x:Xx=((XI{x}), (sort, l{x++sn’}). Then for i= 1,2, pre- 
termixpostterm, is a well-formed Sigx”-term of sort WI, and moreover 
TskX .sn.( preterm, xpostterm,) = pretermi xposttermi. 
Now, since preterm: = pretermk and postterm; = postterm;, this in turn implies that 
Ts:, .sn.( preterm, x postterm,) 
= Ts~,.sn.( preterm, xpostterm,). 
That is, the equation VXx. preterm, xpostterm, =pretermz xpostterm, is an ambiguity 
of Gra’. Using the inductive hypothesis again, we conclude that this equation follows 
from the ambiguities of Gra and holds in F.Sig’l/&U%Gra as well. 
Finally, notice that t/X. term, = term,, the equation we have started with, follows 
in the obvious way from the equations VX. term ,j = term,, , j = 1, . . , n, and VXx. pre- 
term, xpostterm, = preterm, xposttermz. Thus, it follows from the ambiguities of Gra 
and holds in .Y.Sig’/dA93.Gra as well. 0 
The above lemma is the key fact leading directly to the following answer to our 
original problem. 
Theorem 6.10. If 
(1) Gra, is a proper grammar, 
(2) Den, is a safe extension of Den,, 
(3) the reachable subalgebra of Den, satisJies the ambiguities of Gral, and 
(4) Gra, is the canonical extension of Gra, to a Sig,-grammar 
then Gra, is a proper grammar correct for Den2. 
Proof. Since the reachable subalgebra of Den, satisfies .d.A%Gra,, there is a 
homomorphism from Y.Sig,/ dA%‘.Gra, to the reachable subalgebra of Den,. Thus, 
since by Lemma 6.9 d.Gra, is isomorphic to .Y.Sig,/&tU3.Gra,, there is a 
homomorphism from oQ.Gra* to Den, as well. 
The properness of Gra, follows directly from the properness of Gra, and the 
definition of canonical extension. 0 
Notice that we do not have to assume explicitly that Gra, is correct for Den,: 
this follows from the other assumptions of the theorem. 
A special case of the above theorem, which is perhaps most easily applicable, 
concerns the situation when Den2 is an enrichment of Den,. Recall (cf. Section 2) 
that an enrichment only adds new carriers and functions to an algebra but does not 
change its old carriers. An enriched algebra may have, however, more reachable 
elements that the original one. 
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Definition 6.11. We say that a grammar Gra is enrichably correct for an algebra Den 
if Gra is proper and if for any safe enrichment of Den by a finite number of constants 
with values in Den, the corresponding canonical extension of Gra is correct w.r.t. 
the enrichment of Den. 
Even though the formulation of the above definition does not refer directly to 
the set of ambiguities of the grammar, enrichable correctness may be expressed 
equivalently in a perhaps more direct way using this notion. 
Proposition 6.12. Let Gra be a proper Sig-grammar and Den be Sig-algebra. Gra is 
enrichably correct for Den if and only zj” Den satisjies all the ambiguities of Gra. 
Proof. Suppose that Gra is enrichably correct for Den, and let VX. term = term’ be 
an ambiguity of Gra. That is, the “ground” (no variables) Sigx-equation V@ term = 
term’ holds in &.Grax. By enrichable correctness of Gra, Lemma 4.1 implies that 
&.Grax is not more ambiguous than any enrichment of Den to a Sigx-algebra, and 
so any such enrichment of Den satisfies the above Sigx-equation. Thus, Den indeed 
satisfies the equation VX. term = term’. 
Suppose now that Den satisfies all the ambiguities of Gra. Let X be a finite set 
of new constants, and let DenX be an enrichment of Den to a Sigx-algebra. Consider 
now Grax, which is the canonical extension of Gra to a Sigx-grammar. Suppose 
that V@. term = term’ holds in .dGraX. Then, VX. term = term’ is an ambiguity of 
Gra, and so holds in Den, which implies that V(d. term = term’ holds in Denx. This 
shows that sP.GraX is not more ambiguous than Denx. Thus, by Lemma 4.1, GraX 
is correct for Denx. 0 
Example 5.7, motivating the development of this section, illustrates well the 
difference between correctness and enrichable correctness. The grammar Gra, there 
is correct but not enrichably correct for Den,. It is then possible to construct Den,, 
a safe extension of Den,, for which no correct extension of the grammar exists. 
Theorem 6.13. If 
(1) Gra, is enrichably correct for Den,, 
(2) Den, is a safe enrichment of Den,, and 
(3) Gra, is the canonical extension of Gra, to a Sig,-grammar 
then Gra, is enrichably correct for Den,. 
Proof. Since by Proposition 6.12 Den, satisfies all the ambiguities of Gra, and Den, 
is an enrichment of Den,, Den, satisfies all the ambiguities of Gra, as well, and so 
does any of its subalgebras (this follows for example from the “satisfaction lemma” 
(cf. [S]). Hence, we can apply Theorem 6.10 and conclude that Graz is correct for 
Den,. To conclude that Gra, is enrichably correct for Den,, just notice that any safe 
extension of Den2 by a finite number of constants yields an algebra which is an 
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enrichment of a safe extension of Den, by the same constants. Moreover, if Gra, is 
enrichably correct for Den, then so is its canonical extension corresponding to the 
safe extension of Den, by the constants. 0 
Of course, if a grammar has no non-trivial ambiguities, then it is correct (even 
enrichably correct, provided it is proper) for any algebra of denotations over the 
same signature. 
Corollary 6.14. If 
(1) Gra, is proper and has no non-trivial ambiguities, and 
(2) Den, is a safe extension of Den, 
then the canonical extension of Gra, to a Sig,-grammar is proper and has no non-trivial 
ambiguities, and so is enrichably correct for Den,. 
Notice, however, that the unambiguity of a grammar as usually defined in the 
theory of formal languages is not sufficient to ensure that the grammar has only 
trivial ambiguities. Even an unambiguous grammar may contain some hidden 
ambiguities if some of its non-terminals generate no terminal word (cf. the last part 
of Example 5.7). 
Definition 6.15. Let Sig= (Sn, Fn, sort, arity) be a signature and let Xs” = 
{x,, 1 sn E Sn} be a set containing exactly one variable x,, of each sort sn E Sn. A 
Sig-grammar Gra is strongly unambiguous if its extension Graxs” by the variables 
Xs” is unambiguous in the usual sense. 
Notice that if a grammar contains no non-terminals that generate empty languages 
then it is strongly unambiguous if and only if it is unambiguous in the usual sense. 
Lemma 6.16. A grammar is strongly unambiguous if and only if all its ambiguities are 
trivial. 
Proof. Let Gra = (Sig, pro) be a stongly unambiguous grammar. Suppose that Gra 
has a non-trivial ambiguity VY. term = term’. 
First, notice that the two SigY-terms term and term’ cannot differ only in the 
- 
names of variables used. Consequently, if we construct terms G and term’ by 
substituting x,, (the unique variable of sort sn in XSn, see Definition 6.15) for each 
occurrence of any variable of sort sn in term and term’, respectively, then the 
equation VX’“. Z&2 = ZZ is non-trivial. 
Moreover, this equation is an ambiguity of Gra (by Fact 6.4). This means, however, 
that term and term’, respectively, describe t’wo different derivation trees (they are 
different since the last equation is non-trivial) of the same word in the grammar 
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GI%lXS” , which contradicts the assumption, and completes the proof of the “only if” 
part of the lemma. 
To prove the “if” part, suppose that a grammar Gra = (Sig, pro) is not strongly 
unambiguous, i.e., that Gra “” is ambiguous in the usual sense. Then, there exist 
two distinct Sigxs” -terms i&ii and t! such that the equation V@. t= = a 
holds in d.GraXS”. Hence, the equation VX’“. t! = s is a non-trivial ambiguity 
of Gra, which completes the proof. 0 
Corollary 6.17. If 
(1) Gra, is proper and strongly unambiguous, and 
(2) Den, is a safe extension of Den, 
then the canonical extension of Gra, to a Sig,-grammar is proper and strongly 
unambiguous, hence enrichably correct for Den,. 
7. Final remarks 
The sufficient conditions for the extendability of syntax corresponding to the 
extensions of the denotations we have given in the previous section refer to the set 
of ambiguities of a context-free grammar (the enrichable correctness of a grammar, 
Definition 6.11 refers to them indirectly, cf. Proposition 6.12). Given a context-free 
grammar, usually it is not easy to determine the set of its ambiguities. For example, 
it is not decidable if a grammar is unambiguous, which is equivalent to the problem 
whether the set of the ambiguities of the grammar consists of the trivial equations 
only (provided that no non-terminal of the grammar generates the empty language). 
In our case, however, the construction of syntax starts from an abstract syntax given 
by a grammar with no non-trivial ambiguities and then proceeds step by step, where 
each step involves a certain transformation of the grammar. Therefore it seems 
worth considering a methodology where the syntax being developed is always given 
by a grammar together with a presentation of its ambiguities. This seems especially 
promising since the repertory of transformation involved does not seem very large. 
Typically, it includes renaming, introducing infix notation for some operations, 
omitting “superfluous parentheses” etc. Moreover, [14] sketches an algorithm that 
generates (a presentation of) the set of ambiguities of any grammar for which an 
LR( 1) parser can be constructed. Of course, this topic requires much further research. 
Now, let us briefly discuss the extensions of colloquial syntax. Our familiar 
diagram becomes more complicated (Fig. 4). First, observe that if we canonically 
extend Gra, to a Sig,-grammar, then the new grammar Gra2 does not correspond, 
in general, to a satisfactory standard syntax of the new system. The productions 
which we add generate the “free” syntax, as in the term algebra. The new standard 
syntax will be constructed from d.Gra, as a result of a homomorphic transformation 
H : Synz + SynS*. This also requires that the definition of the semantic homomorph- 
ism Sd2 be transformed to a definition of the semantic homomorphism 
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cs:! c Sync2 
d.GraCp 
Fig. 4. 
.%I, : d.Gra& + Den,. If the latter exists, which should be ensured along with the 
construction of H (or &GraS,) then this is a simple task, routine in the development 
of a denotational model. 
Next, the grammar GraC, defining the colloquial syntax of the original system 
should be transformed into GraC,, thus yielding a colloquial syntax of the extended 
system. The estimation of the practical complexity of this step requires some more 
research. It seems, however, that the amount of changes necessary in that step 
should be proportional to the amount of changes between Gra, and Gras*. 
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